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MITRE perspective: weaknesses make codes vulnerable to 
attacks

CVEs: Publicly reported vulnerabilities

CWEs: Expert assigned weaknesses

NVD: National Vulnerability Database (managed by NIST)

CVE - CVE (mitre.org)
Link to CVE download homepage

https://cve.mitre.org/


TOTAL CVE Records: 202,705







Automation of CVE to CWE mapping

Natural language processing of CVE descriptions produced 768-component 
vectors, many of which were labeled by an expert-assigned CWE.
Supervised machine learning generated a model to predict CWEs based on 
natural language processing of CVE descriptions. The model returns a 
probability to associate the input CVE with each of 124 CWEs in the NVD 
system.



NVD and V2W-BERT associate CVEs with a subset of MITRE’s CWEs
Most often, a CVE is mapped to one of 27 CWEs

From Das et al. V2W-BERT, 2021



Through our association with Mahantesh at PNNL, we obtained a database 
of approximately 170K 768-component vectors from natural language 
processing of CVEs, each labeled by the top 2 predictions of V2W-BERT 
model.

We clustered the vectors in this database using the SOM-Kmeans method. 

Interpretation of these clusters provides a context for the CWE assigned to a 
given CVE, which will make the predictions of the V2W-BERT model more 
meaningful.



MITRE’s CWEs have a hierarchical structure.
Most trees have 3 levels with CWEs becoming more specific root->leaf
Most of our CVE clusters are associated with CWEs in the tree rooted 
at CWE-707 or in the tree rooted at CWE-664.
Jordan Liebe will discuss these results in more detail.

From Das et al. V2W-BERT, 2021



Self-Organizing Maps (SOM)

The basic aim of SOM is data compression. Given a large 
dataset of input vectors, find a smaller set of prototypes, 
vectors with the same features at the input, that provide a 
good approximation to the whole input dataset.

Generally, we expect at least a factor of 10 compression.

The process of generating prototypes topologically orders 
them on a 2-dimensional array in clusters of similar 
prototypes.

We consider is array to be “map” of the underlying dataset.



Application of SOM for clustering the underlying dataset

Use Kmeans to quantify clusters of prototypes in the 2D array. 
Use a value of K that minimizes dispersion (i.e., produces tight 
clusters with large separation of their centroids).

For any vector in the dataset, find the most similar prototype, 
which we call the “best matching unit” (BMU). Clusters in the 
underlying dataset have BMUs in the same cluster of prototypes 
in the 2D array.



Any questions?
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